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INTRODUCTION 

One of the most interesting problems in the intermediate" 

energy physics is the investigation· Of :procesSes due'tO the 

exchange meson currents in nuclei. In this respect the radia

tive neutron capture by the few-nucleon systems is: highly in

formative. The cross section of then -P .capture calculate-d 

by neglecting the meson cft7rents, exceeds the experimental 

o- 0 p =334. 2~0.5 mb by 10% 1 . The theory is consistent with 

experiment if the meson ·currents are taken into account/2/,The 

radi-itive captUre cross seCtions .n -d and n- ~e are ·still more 

sensi'tive to th'e meson cUrrent contribUtion·. 

Indeed~ in these cas_es _ the single-parti~le matrix e __ lement_s, 

of the electromagnetic operators are very suppressed and ·prO.:.. 

porti6nai (due- ·to Sele·ction· rules) to the' state weight of the 

mixed" peTinut~tiOn Synmetry",' which· equalS 1-2%. In the:·case ' 

of the n-d capture and =650+50 ~b lat. and tile .contributi·on of · 

meson' CurreD.ts is more t·han-So%14(The n·- 3He 'capture ·croSs · 

section is less than o-03He =27~9 ~b /5/. 60~12~b/s7. 
At the same time the matrix elements of the.meson current 

operators between the states n~e and ~e With. larg~' wei"'ghts 

may be nonzero. Therefore, the process n+ 3He-+y+ \Ie 1s unl

que for elucidating the role of the mesOri cur'rents· ln' riucle{. 

Towner and Khanna/7/have evaluated the meson current contri

bution to the .:reaction n * ~e-hy+ 4 He cross section using. the 

mode). function's n~e-· and 4He._They observed .. a strOqg clependehce 

of the contribution on the wave functions n ~e · and 4He. 
Thus, one should have the exactly calculated fUnctions of 

~e- and n"He -scattering. The known methods of solving the 

four-nucleon problem are very: labo.rious. Within the Yakubovs

ky theory one should solve the systems o_f two-dimensional 

(even with the separable NN -po.tential) integral equations/8.9( 

and the Coulomb interaction cannot still be taken into ac

count. The methods of resonating groups/to/ and K-harmo-

nics Itt/are not less laborious and their use results in the 

systems of integra-differential equations. 

In our approach the amplitudes of ri ~e-scattering satisfy 

the one-dimensional inteeral equations, that simplifies eS

sentia1ly the numerical calculations and allows determination 

of these amplitudes and wave ·funct.ions under a few model as

sumptions. 
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The basic equations are obtained in solving the "d~ 11 l1ie 
scattering probl-ems/12/. The only approximation, consisting in 
substitution o·f the target Hamil toni an by the finite rank 
.opera-tor, turned out to be possible. Section 1 contains the 
-deriv2tion of equations for the amiJlitudes of elasti-c sca-t
terin-g by .the nucleus for non.identi.cal particles and the cal
culation of the sceattering lengths Ad, A~. A llue and binding 
energies. In section 2 the equations for the neutron scatte
ring on the lightest nuclei are derived and the lengths of 
Nd. N\i.N \ie -scattering are calculated. 

I. EQUATI{)NS FOR TilE SCATTERING AMPLITUDES BY THE 
NUCLEUS FOR NONTDENTICAL PARTICLES 

Let us consider the method -by the example of Ad -scattering; 
the A+N -+l: + N channel will not be taken into account. 

Let Heba+ V+he be the total three-particle Hamiltonian and 
Va V A3'V1,r V 28 the potential of the particle-target interaction. 

hn--
2
: !J.p is the Hamiltonian of a free of A particle motion 

wi-th res;pect t-O the center of -mass of the target; he is the 
total ~iltonian of tne target. Let us determine G 0 (z) ~ 
"(h0-z)- and Ge(z)• (h0 +be- z )-1 • According to/12/ we rewrite 
the three-particle Lippman-Shwinger equation for the transiti
on operator T in the form 

(I . I) 

where T"{.z)=V -VG0(z)T0 (z). 

We shall as~ume that particles 1,2,3 are spinless, and the 
Hamiltonian he has the bound stat-e I)( -d> and the scattering 
states 1 X f' 

<lP 2 
h =•dl xd><xdl+ r ~~lx,.><x~ I· 

c (2") m " p 

( 1.2) 

The A-d -scattering amplitude is 

Using {1.2) and (1.1), we get the exact equation 
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(I. 3) 

where 
k"2 

EH: -. 
2~ 

If the kinetic energy with respect to motion A-d satisfies 

inequality E-::«l<dl,then the decay amplitudes <xf'\T.Ixi'> 

can be neglected in comparison with the elastic amplitude 

<xdk'\T ·\xdib, and we can get from (1.3) the approximate 

equation 
~,1 I ~ ~'I I ~ <xdk 'f. xdk>~<xdk r.oxdk>+ (1.4) 

,.;;+ < k"l'f.OI i""> 
+' ( _,._, xd Xd <xi" I 'f.\ x t>. 

d (2")3 (EN_ z)(E N-Z+ 'd) d 

Equation (1.4) is obtained from (1.3) by approximating the 

target Hamiltonian by the finite rank operator 

- (1) I 
be= he=' d X d><xd I ( 1.5) 

that is the basic approximation. 
In contrast with the method of strong coupling of channels, 

we approximate only a part of the total Hamiltonian H. Instead 

of <xdl VI Xd > there appears the operator <x dl T 0 I x d> = 

= < x 4
1 V I x? which takes into account all rescattering in 
1+ VGa 

the system. To evaluate an accuracy of approximation (1.5), 
we have calcula7ed the d?ublet Ad -scatterin$ lengths 2ai\p 

and the separat1on enerjl1es B/{XH); Z,T-BA(hH)+<d.+iO 1s 

the pole <xdi<'\T(z)lxdk>, The nonlocal potent1als 
~ ~ 2 

<k 'I vAN I k >= ,\g(k ')g(k). g(k)=(k + fl2 )"1 (1. 6) 

have been used, which act in the states 3s 1 and 1s 0. The poten
tial parameters~ corresponding to different lengths a

8
, at and 

effective radii r 8 , r t of the AN-scattering in the singlet 
and triplet channels have been taken from ref/13~ where 2aXd 

and B~~-1) were obtained from the solution of the Faddeev 
equat1ons. 
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The 
in the 

deuteron wave function_, as in ref/13/,nas been taken 
form () N·l( -br -(:Jr) 

)( d r = r e -e • 

'a ~-2.225 MeV, (3~1.4498 fm-1. 

It turned out that for all II sets of parameters VA-1lt~e fol
lowing inequalities take place: 

2 2;,F 3H) BF(aH 
!~Ad-~: :::0.25 I BAC~.T-::._AA.l: ~ 0.3. 

llaXd B A(~) 
(I .6a) 

3 The best agreement with the experimental values BA (AH) 
=0.13+0.03 Mev/14/ is obtained at · exp 

as =-1 • 80 fm, 

r
6 

=2.80 fm, 
In this case 

a, ~-1.60 fm, 

r, ~3.30 fm. 
. (1.7) 

2aF ~12.2 fm, 
Act 

~o. 188 !leV Its/ 

According to our calculations with (1.7) 
2aAd ~13.29 fm, BA(~) =0.214 MeV. 

As is seen, for this set of parameters the deviation of 
our results from Faddeev's values is much less than in (1.6a). 
Equations (1.1), (1.4) can easily be generalized to the four
particle systems A3 H and A~e. Assuming, as before, conserva
tion of the total isotope-spin and its third projection, we 
approximate the target Hamiltonian by the first rank operators 

~ <1! I I he- he 3He = (3H X a >-<x 3H • e He e 
(I • 8) 

h c;;; ( 1) h c 3H ~ '3H I X 3H ><X 3H ! 

forA~e-and A3H scattering, respectively. For the potentials 
(1.6) and (1.7) we have calculated the triplet and singlet 
lengths ·At, ~A 8 for the A (3N) -scattering and separation energy. 

4 !As ~ 4.23 fm, ·At ~ 5. 73 fm, BAs ~ 2.82 MeV for AHe. 
,A 8 ~ 4.53 fm, •A,= 4.45 fm, BAs= 2.45 MeV for 4H. 

The experimental valu~ Jf BA(AHe) ~2.39~0.03 MeV and Aof 
BA(~) ~2.04~0.04 MeV 14 . The wave functions 3Heand 3H have 

been chosen in the form 
1 r; z <1.2,3ix 3 >~N 3 exp(-K 3 p)·f1 ; 2 He He He (I • 9) 

q. <1.2,3! XSH >~NaHexp(-K 3Hp)•(_ 1,f~' 
A 3 
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h 23222 4 1 
w ere p = 2 r 1+ r2 • K 3He =0.57 5 fm-, KgH 

corresponds to the following values of t~e 

;-0. 635 fm-t_ that 

mean square radii 

.,Jr'2 =1.88 fm, v~3 ·=I ;70 fm, 
3He H (I. 10) 

's -7.718 MeV, 'SH =-8.482 MeV. 
. He 

e-±t/~ l.s a fully anti symmetric sp'in-isospin. :function of thtee 

nucleons in the state with the to~al spin, isospin l/2 and 

thiid projection of the isot.ope-spin equal to +1/2. Note., that 

in approximating (1.5) and (1.8), we retained only a negative 

definite part of the target Hamiltonian; therefore·sA,calcula

ted from (1.4),.will always be larger than the separation 

energies calculated exactly. 
Now we proceed to the nucleon-nuClear scattering problem. 

2. APPROXIMATE EQUATIONS FOR THE NUCLEON-NUCLEAR 
SCATTERING AMPLITUDES 

Let us consider the low-energy nd -scattering. The total 

three-nucleon transition operator satisfies a~ equation analO

gous to (1.1) 

T =T 0 + T 0 (G0 -G.)T. 

where 

'fo,V-VGo'Io, V""Vnd=Vts+V23' lL""~m. a 

(2. I) 

In and out-states of the nd -scattering can be obtained by 

antisynmetrizing the functions ·~X'd k > 

I 
. - .... 1 

¢k >a =;/SA!xdk> • 'A-6(l-P12-Pl3-P2s+Pl;J_3 +J'l2~3), 

where ~j is the Permutation operator of all the coordinates 

of part~cles i .j. The nd -scattering amplitude is Its/ 

f(k'.i1,z)=- :. i q,it, IT!¢<'>• =- :. <xdt'!T(t-2P13 )!xdh. 

Thus, one should calculate the matrix element of I= T(l-2P13 ) 

in the bracket of nonantisymmetrized states. From (2.1) we 

get 

r =l 0 + T 0 (Go -Gc )r. (2.2) 

where 1°~ T 0 (l-2P13 ). 

Using approximation (1.5) we get from (2.2) approximate equa

tions 

<xdk'!T! xdk>= <xdk'\1°\xi>+ 
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. <lit" 
+• r-

d '(2n)~ 
(2 .3) 

Using VNN = V10p10 +VOl pOl (2.4) 
where pstis the projector onto the state of two nucleons with 
the total spin (isospin) s(t), and v111 ~nd vot in tlie form (1.6)' 
we have calculated from (2.3}' the quartet length nf the nd
scattering 4a=s. zs ~m. The Parameters v10 and vot ·have been 
fixed b;y the Tow-energy data of the NN-scattering 

a 8 =~23.69 fm, 

r 1 =2. 7 fm. 

a, =2. 378 fm, 

The solution of the Faddeev equations with the same potentials 
yields 

4aF=6.28 fm/17/, 4aexp=6.3S::o.02 fmlt&/. 
Now we proceed to the n ~e -scattering- problem. 

In the scattering .~f thermal ·neutrons in3Re,the following 
processes are possible: 

3 ftg/ 
n+ He an+a,e-o-n+ 3He=3.3+0.2D 

L. L. /t~ n + ·11e ~ p+ -11 a "· "-· =5337+8 b 
n+"H.,..p+-,., - /5/ 

4 =27+9 ~b 
y + He a 3 · 4 - /s/ n+ H~y+ He =60~12/lb 

An. essential specific feature of the n~~scattering is the 
presence. of the opean channel n+ 3J.te-. :P+3H. This is· the reason 
that th~ ri3He:..scattering len8ths are complex. The four:partic
le transition operator satiSfies the equation 

T =T0 + T 0 (G 0 -Gc)T, (2. 5) 

where To=V-VGo'Io, V= _I Vi4 ~ 
3 . . . . 1-J,2.S Then He -scatter~ng ·amplltu e 1s 

f(k',~.z)=-L<x 3 k': T(z)(!-3P34)ix 3 k>. 
2rr He He . 

From (2.5) it follows 

f=T(!-3P34 )= f 0 +T 0 (G 0-Gc)f, 
(2 .6) 

where 
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The thre~-nucleon Hamiltonian with twe bound state~ is .appro

ximated as follows~ 
(2) ' 

he~ he= • 3 lxa ><x3H i+•sHlxs .. ><xsH 1- (2.7} 
IJle He e n- . 

F&r the si~licity of calculation we have assumed that tbe 

spatial parts of .the wave functions 3He and 3JI are the same 

1 2, ' N ~KP~ I -Kp 
<. 3;x 3 >= e ,,11,.<1,2,3 Xs >=Ne e !'""'"a . (2.8) 

He- ~ H -1 l! He 

Let ·s(T) ·be .the total spin (isospin) of four nucleon", then 

where 8=0,1 , 

In approximating (2J), (2.8) from (2.6), we get equations 

for the amplitudes r ST 

'""" Rllk n "'' + .,. -to ... 

(2.9) 

+r -""-~--·..b.:..< k'l'fo: k">< k" ]' r k 
3 n X ' ST1 X )( ' ST: X > ~ 

(2rr) E - z 

where 

R(k",Z)= ~ 'sH~E"-z+<3He)-t+ ~'3H(E"-z+'3H )-l 

In the reaction n+ ~e ... n+ 3He R(k",z) contain 0 -functions even 

at zero energy of relative motion n- 3He, ( Z=f sHet iO) as 

f: 3H<f3He ·~theiefore the D~e-scattering lengths have ,imagina-

ry parts. · 

Equations for the amplitudes P+ ~ ... p+ 
3

H are the same as 

for (2.9). When calculating the p H-scatteri~g len~ths, one 

should assume that Z= E"3\l+i0;in this c.:lseR(k ",z) does not con

tain 0 -function, the p H-scattering lengths are real. 

Thus, within the approximation (2.7), (2.8), in the elas

tic n~e -scattering, one is able to take into accOunt the 

open channel n+ 3He-+p+~and in the elastic-p~-scattering the· 

cham,1.el P+~ .... n+ 3He, the threshold_ energy of ~hi.~h being 

f3He -f3H =0.76 MeV. , -. 

The elastic p1He,n 3B-scattering amplitu~es are 

8 ~ :+ /.1. ... - .... 

r (•',k,z) =- :z-,;- < x k' · f 81 (zlixk > 
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and satisfy equations (2:9), ·in which 

R(k':z)= 'a (En-Z+<a )-! 
. · He He 

for P+ 'ile ~ p + 3He, 

"' " -1 R(k ,z)= 's (E -z+ 'a ) . 
H H 

3 3 for n+ H .... n+ H • 

Z=_E + € 3 + iO 
He 

Using VNN(2.4) we have calculated the N'ile, N '\! -scattering 
lengths. The results given below are Y.o~pared with the cal
culations by the Yakubovsky -equations" 81 with the same VNN and 
with .. the caiculati.ons by MR.G 110~Qhen solving Yakubovsky 
equations the wave functions of the states of 2He and 3tt 
have the same energy and differ by the isos.pin-spin proje~
tion only; therefore, the n 3se -scattering lengths are real. 
Channel lengths Lengths of n''i!e -scattering 
!AsT (n 8He) (fm) As(n "He)- ! [A80 (n

3
He)+!A8;(n 'ile)](Cm) 

S'I 

00 
10 
01 
II 

h - <2> h e e 

8. 1- i I. 5 
2.9+ iO.I 
4.0+ i 0.06 
5.6- i0.09 

3.8 
4.9 

/81 h (2)h /8/ 
.- e experiment /00/ 

12.34 ~o 6.05- I O. 72 8.05 6. 1+0.6 - ' 
3.03 i (4. 4448+9 ·lo-4

) 
3.77 A14.25+ to.oos 3.08 4.0!_0.2- _8' 
3.1.3 -i (I. 7!_0.8) 10 

Lengths of n'i! -scattering 
3 3 

A in H)='As1 (n H) (fm) 

/8/ 

3.77 
3. 13 

/10/ 

3.38 
3.25 

experiment 

3.91+0.12 
3.60+0.10 

/21/ 

Lengths of p3H-scattering ,A 0(p3H) =4.2 fm, ·A 1(p 3H) =5.1 fm, 
lengths of p'\Je-scattering A0 (p"He) =4. I fm, .A1(p3He) =5. 2 fm. 

So, in the approximation (2. 7), (2.8) the real parts of the 
lengths ~As(n~e) are close to the experimental ones. The lengths 
!Ag(n"H) satisfy inequality !A0(n3H).<!A 1(n

3H), though these 
lengths, calculated by other methods, satisfy an inverse rela
tion. 
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"T-he imaginary .parts of the ~\Ie-scatt;ering lengths t:urned 

out to be sensitive t;o the choice ,of VNNclUd. of the f~ction-s 

x 3 and X 3 in contrast with the real parts. , , 

~t shoul~be expected that these calculations with more 

realistic VNN•X 3'f1~·X 3H and more correct account CC!uloTQb inte

ration will prov1de a bet.ter agreement of the imaginary parts 

of the n3He-scattering lengths with _e2q)eriment. · . 

CONCLUSION 

The approximate ~quat ions .ire .-qse9. t~ calcul~te the ampli

tudes of t.he elastic low-energy scattering of particl~S on 

the lightest nuclei and allow one to cat"culate· the wave 

functions of the scattering of thermal neutrons on nuclei 1He 

within the four-body theory taking into account the Coulomb 

splitting of energies of 3He and ~H~ 
The real parts of lengths A 5(n~~ are close to the experi

mental ones, i.e., the elastic n3He-scattering is described 

adequately, and one holds out some hoPe of an adequate theo~ 

retical deacription of the process n+ 3He...,.-y+4He.AS an input 

information in our calculations we have used the interaction 

potential of an incident particle ~ith the target nucleon 

and th~ target wave function. Note, that the model"nature of 

the target wave function is used Only to find the explicit 

form of the kernels and inhomogeneous terms of equations. The 

structure itself of approximate equations is independent of 

the concrete form of the target wave funciioU. Here we inves

tigate mostly n3He-system. Therefore we shall compare B -"(~He). 
BA(~ with G:bson's, Lehman's results/22/in the next paper. 

~he main difficulty of these calculations is rather an ac

curate calculation of many-dimensional integrals. For this 

purpose we have used the functions of Haar and many-dimensional 

Ilr -nets/23< that allowed the calculation of the scattering 

lengths with a relative accuracy not worse than 20% with 

rather a small quadrature nodes (-213- 21 5 ). 

In conclusion one of the authors (P.V.V.) is very indebted 

to V. G. Pupysheva for the calculation of II,. -lattices. 
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